Horse racing attracts a lot of attention from bettors around the planet. After all, there is no
shortage of good opportunities in this sport as the races oﬀer a good chance of zebras.
In addition, depending on the number of horses in a race, you have very attractive odds. The
odds are not divided into two or three results as in popular sports like football, tennis in
basketball, but four, eight or even more horses.
In addition, there are other beneﬁts of betting in horse racing at Citibet:
For the high odds, you can use smaller amounts of money in your betting.
Horse races take place daily, oﬀering many opportunities.
There are fewer analysis variables, something that simpliﬁes decision making in
relation to other sports.
As with traditional sports betting, Citibet has some markets for straight bets. However, there
are only three types: win, place, and show:
Win Bet: A win bet means exactly what you think. Simply put, you must select the horse that
crosses the ﬁnish line ﬁrst in order to cash a ticket.
Place Bet: Place bet means betting on a horse ﬁnishing in one of the designated places. In
practice this means ﬁnishing in the top 2, 3 or 4 depending on the number of runners in the
race.
Show Bet: A Show bet is one of the easiest bets you can make in horse racing. Of your horse
comes in ﬁrst, second, or third, you win the cash.
The best way to start betting on horse racing is to choose one of the favorites and place a
more conservative bet, such as a place or show.
As the chance of your horse being between the ﬁrst two or three is great, the possibility of a
return is very good. If you come across a real beard, you can start experimenting with the

winner, always remembering that the only result that matters is that your horse crosses the
ﬁnal disk in the ﬁrst place.
CITIbet is one of the best racebook exchanges in the world. It allows you to bet on horse
racing, one of the most attractive markets for the high odds.

